Excited-state proton transfer through water bridges and structure of hydrogen-bonded complexes in 1H-pyrrolo[3,2-h]quinoline: adiabatic time-dependent density functional theory study.
Proton transfer reaction is studied for 1H-pyrrolo[3,2-h]quinoline-water complexes (PQ-(H(2)O)(n), n = 0-2) in the ground and the lowest excited singlet states at the density functional theory (DFT) level. Cyclic hydrogen-bonded complexes are considered, in which water molecules form a bridge connecting the proton donor (pyrrole NH group) and acceptor (quinoline nitrogen) atoms. To understand the effect of the structure and length of water bridges on the excited-state tautomerization in PQ, the potential energy profile of the lowest excited singlet state is calculated adiabatically by the time-dependent DFT (TDDFT) method. The S(0) --> S(1) excitation of PQ is accompanied by significant intramolecular transfer of electron density from the pyrrole ring to the quinoline fragment, so that the acidity of the N-H group and the basicity of the nitrogen atom of the quinoline moiety are increased. These excited-state acid-base changes introduce a driving force for the proton transfer reaction. The adiabatic TDDFT calculations demonstrate, however, that the phototautomerization requires a large activation energy in the isolated PQ molecule due to a high energy barrier separating the normal form and the tautomer. In the 1:1 cyclic PQ-H(2)O complex, the energy barrier is dramatically reduced, so that upon excitation of this complex the tautomerization can occur rapidly in one step as concerted asynchronous movements of the two protons assisted by the water molecule. In the PQ-(H(2)O)(2) solvate two water molecules form a cyclic bridge with sterically strained and unfavorable hydrogen bonds. As a result, some extra activation energy is needed for initiating the proton dislocation along the longer hydrogen-bond network. The full tautomerization in this complex is still possible; however, the cooperative proton transfer is found to be highly asynchronous. Large relaxation and reorganization of the hydrogen-bonded water bridge in PQ-(H(2)O)(2) are required during the proton translocation from the pyrrole NH group to the quinoline nitrogen; this may block the complete tautomerization in this type of solvate.